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MANIFEST

Welcome to the Manifest; a weekly summary that cares more about brevity than grammar, and
what is about to or could happen in Seaside than what did or didn’t. Contributions to future
editions are welcome at cmalin@ci.seaside.ca.us prior to noon on Fridays.
The Week That Was
New Exhibits At Avery Gallery
o Ethnic Dress Portraits – The north side of the gallery
features an interesting collection of ethnic dress portraits,
which has me prepare, in the unlikely event the curator
wants to add Northside Chicagoan, Circa 1962 to the
collection.
o Speaking of 1960’s Vintage – City Hall’s 50th Birthday Party is October 22. Come
one, come all! The south and east sides of the gallery host a retrospective of City
Hall, 1966 – 2016. So inspired, I assembled a simple little overview of City Hall’s
architect; Ed Stone (attached for scrolling, rather than printing).
Brian & Craig’s Excellent Adventure, Part 1 – Mr. Boudreau invited me to see the Del
Mar racetrack and community, in operation, on Saturday. Kinda a long drive, and then,
being robbed at gunpoint by one of the roving bands of prostitutes really put a damper
on the day. I kid. The drive was swell.
As was the crowd. There aren’t many sporting events where people still dress up, but
the crowd was indeed well-dressed, well-mannered and very well-hatted. I toured the
stable area (watch where you step), the nearby horse park (chock full of cars I can’t
afford and apparently every equestrian princess for 500 miles in all directions), the
admin area and every part of the stands that didn’t require a blazer. It was all quite
lovely. Well, to be honest, the stable / housing area was a little rustic. But, beyond that,
all quite nice, well maintained and a bit of a community party.
A community party, with some horses galloping past every now and then, and a whole
lot of math going on in between. I have two graduate level statistics sequences under
my belt, but there’s some quantum level stuff going on in that Racing Form. Yikes. I
didn’t bet on anything, but apparently you can, in about three thousand different ways.
You can also buy a beer, which costs $12; thus repelling the wino horde.

The joke of the day came when Brian was explaining that a “claimer” race was about to
go on, and anyone could buy the horses about to start the race for the specified price in
the Racing Form. I noted that the horses were all below my City of Seaside spending
authority, and wouldn’t it be the talk of the town if I showed up at City Hall on Monday,
riding “Lucky Tommy” or “Where’s Bubba”?
So, here’s the serious bit. It was all quite lovely, and I could see how responsible,
normal people could enjoy a day, or a season, at the racetrack. I could see that Del Mar
is a regional attraction, and community institution, with a long and storied history. I
could also see how Del Mar, at its present scale and with its southern California
zeitgeist, wouldn’t and shouldn’t be replicated exactly here in Seaside. But perhaps
something smaller in scale, and something more Northern California in manner, could.
But here’s the big hurdle to clear, from the City Manager as hard-nosed pragmatist
perspective. In 2005, $4.189 billion was wagered on California horse racing, according
to California Horse Racing Board. That amount of money in 2015 would have to equal
$5.083 billion to keep pace with inflation. But wagering on California horse racing
hasn’t come close to keeping pace with inflation in the last ten years. The last available
annual report of the California Horse Racing Board – from 2015 (revenue excerpt
attached along with 2005 as pages 28 and 29) – reports $3.095 billion was wagered.
Adjusted for inflation, the amount of money wagered on California horse racing has
dropped 40% in the last ten years.
The social issues, the engineering and infrastructure issues, the land planning issues; if
you put all those aside, you are still left with the rather challenging finances of
constructing and operating a new horse racing venue as the business of wagering on
whether “Lucky Tommy” or “Where’s Bubba” crosses the line first is in clear and
substantial decline.
Successful cities look to the future. There will probably always be a future in girls
wanting ponies, and moms and dads providing them. The pleasure riding, the jumping,
the barrel racing, the my horse is prettier than your horse competitions, the trotting
around, just so? Those are growth industries across the country, and could create a
regionally significant attraction, with hundreds if not thousands of attendant jobs in
Seaside.
I could go on, but it’s probably best left to a staff report for the Planning Commission.
Read This Instead – Chief Dempsey emailed a short piece about the power of dialogue.
It’s worth a read (attached).
Fire & Developer Account Reports – Attached

Burying The Lede, Part 1 – We were advised on Thursday that the City has successfully
(and early, thanks all) completed all requirements to move off of Cal JPIA’s
“Performance Improvement Plan”. Woo, seriously, hoo.
Thus, we had pizza and cake for lunch on Friday.
Winner, Winner, Chicken Dinner Burger Lunch – Thanks all for playing “The Walls Came
Down” reference game. Either a song by the ol’ Santa Cruz alt band “The Call” or the
original Jericho line from whence the band drew the original reference were acceptable
answers. Pro-tip for future reference challenges – bone up on your 1980s and onward
alt and alt country songs.
So much fun was had by all that this week’s challenge
is to identify the model code (not the make and/or
model, the model code) of the vehicle pictured, along
with the name of the big blue thing to the left. First email reply after 9:00 a.m. on Monday wins either a
choice of an unused VIP admission to the 2016 Pebble
Beach Concours or a random flash drive from my
drawer, with whatever files may be on it.
The Weeks Ahead
Burying The Lede, Part 2 – There’s some extra cake available in the City Hall fridge.
PARK(ing) Day Coming to Seaside? – PARK(ing) Day is an annual international event
where artists, designers and citizens transform metered parking spots into temporary
public parks. As the final federal paperwork for the West Broadway street project
moves forward, economic development staff would like to get a head start on
envisioning how the expanded sidewalks and traffic calming could enliven Broadway by
having Seaside participate in PARK(ING) Day on September 16, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
More general information about PARK(ing) Day is available at: http://parkingday.org/,
but the basic idea is to have fun, and grow business, by utilizing excess parking spaces
for something more than catching oil drippings. Dream up your own idea and have at it,
but beware to bring your best game if you’re going to compete against the triumphant
(if short-lived) opening of the Thwack Factory, at or near 600 Broadway.
Save The Dates (or not, you’re an adult) – Part 1 - It looks like the Monterey Downs EIR /
Specific Plan / General Plan Amendment / Zoning Amendment (the “big chunks” of the
planning documents) will be reviewed by the Plan Commission at a Special Meeting on
September 7. The City Council will hold a Study Session (no voting, just listening and

asking questions) on the same pieces on September 22. That would make October 6
and 20 the dates at which the Council could consider first and second readings.
There will absolutely be additional meetings on other aspects and documents related to
the project, and there may be additional meetings on the EIR / Specific Plan / General
Plan Amendment / Zoning Amendment documents, pending how the meetings go.
Here’s the thing – nobody really knows how any public meeting is going to go before it
occurs. Some go faster. Some go slower. This schedule may be amended and
extended, based on the direction of the Commissioners or Council. We put sufficient
time between the Plan Commission and City Council, as an example, for the Commission
to have a follow-up meeting, if they prefer.
Stay tuned to the manifest and/or the City website, and you won’t miss a meeting.
Save The Dates (or not, you’re an adult) – Part 2 – If you get tagged as a member of the
Police Chief interview panel, we’ll need you all day long on October 3. If you’d just like
to meet and greet the finalists, clear your calendar for 6:00 pm on October 3 (place tbd).
If you’d like to watch the finalists deliver presentations, show up at City hall the morning
of October 4.
Save The Dates (or not, you’re an adult) – Part 3 – If you have any interest in riding /
walking along with the Craig and Brian’s Excellent Adventure, the Illinois version, be at
O’Hare airport, Saturday, September 10, not later than 6:00 a.m. Or read how it went in
the Sept. 12 Manifest. Watch for me explaining hot dog condiments with the same level
of local knowledge that Mr. Boudreau possesses on horse racing.
They’re not related, I hope.
Painting Party, Part 1 – City Hall, this weekend.
Have a great weekend.

The Revenue Stream
The Takeout Dollar in California: Where It Goes and How It’s Used
Hub Fee – 2.45 cents

Host Fee – 0.77 cents
Location Fee – 4.63 cents

Owners/Breeders
– 1.85 cents

Workers Comp Fund
– 1.36 cents

Other States Takeout
– 31.59 cents

Purses – 19.98 cents

Backstretch Benefits
– 0.07 cents

DIR – 0.01 cents
State License Fee
Track – 20.39 cents
– 4.66 cents
Satellite Site Promotion
– 0.79 cents
UC Equine Research
– 0.30 cents
Off–track Stabling
Satellite Expense Fund
– 1.72 cents Local Governments
– 6.45 cents
– 0.83 cents
On/Off–Track Import Fees
– 2.15 cents
California horse racing is the envy of the nation. Only New York is on a par with California in
the national picture of horse racing. A total of $4,189,727,623 was wagered by fans of California
racing during the 2004-2005 fiscal year, and of that money 80.1 percent ($3,355,610) was
returned to winning ticket holders.
Prior to simulcast wagering in 1985,
virtually all of the wagering on California’s races was at the track, but today
“on-track” bets make up only 17.3 percent of wagers placed ($726 million).
Off-track betting within the state provides more than 33 percent of the handle ($1.39 billion). The balance comes
from out-of-state and Advance Deposit wagers ($2.07 billion).
Patrons failed to cash $6.8 million
worth of winning tickets. By law,
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money from uncashed tickets, except
for fairs, is split evenly between a welfare fund for the benefit of backstretch
employees and the CHRB for racetrack security and research. Money
from uncashed tickets at fairs is turned
over to the state’s General Fund.
Similarly, money from unredeemed
vouchers issued by tracks for use by
racing patrons at track self-serve betting machines is used to finance the
horse-racing revenue database called

the California Horse Racing Information Management System (CHRIMS).
Breakage, a byproduct of the parimutuel calculation, is distributed to
the state, to purses, and to the racing
associations.
Of the $4.2 billion wagered, $834 million, or 19.9 percent, was withheld as
the “takeout” for such purposes as
horsemen’s purses, racetrack operations, and government taxation, as follows on the next page:

CALIFORNIA HORSE RACING BOARD ANNUAL REPORT

The Revenue Stream
The Takeout Dollar in California: Where It Goes and How It’s Used
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A total of $3,095,263,930 was wagered by fans of California racing during FY 2014-15,
and of the money, 79 percent ($2,450,117,734) was returned to winning ticket holders.
Prior to simulcast wagering in 1985,
virtually all of the wagering in California races was at the track, but today
“on-track” bets make up only 12.70
percent of wagers placed ($393 million). Off-track betting within the state
provides 22.42 percent of the handle
($694 million) The balance comes
from out-of-state and Advance Deposit Wagers (totaling $1.1 billion).
ADW accounted for $879,079,830 of
the handle.
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Patrons failed to cash $4.1 million
worth of winning tickets. By law,
money from uncashed tickets, except
for fairs, is split between a welfare fund
for the benefit of the backstretch, the
associations, and horsemen. Money
from uncashed tickets at fairs is turned
over to the state’s General Fund.
Similarly, money from unredeemed
vouchers issued by tracks for use by
racing patrons at track self-serve betting machines is used to finance the
horse-racing
revenue
database
CHRIMS.

Breakage, a byproduct of the parimutuel calculation, is distributed to
the state, to purses, and to the racing
associations. This totaled $7,909,154
in FY 2014-15
Of the $3.1 billion wagered, $645 million, or 20.84 percent, was withheld as
the “takeout” for such purposes as
horsemen’s purses, racetrack operations, and government taxation, as discussed on the next page:
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Your Assignment: Highlight just 1 key insight that stands out to you
from this paper. Bring your one key insight with you to our strategy session.

Dialogue: Critical Skill for Enhanced Communication, Teamwork, Learning, Execution & Results
Compliments of Leadership Alliance ~ Breakthrough Strategies for Growth & Transformation • www.LeadershipAlliance.com • 1.203.322.1456 v.7.16

Q: What is a key reason most improvement efforts—and many teams and businesses—fail?
A: The failure of the organization’s top management—and the organization as a whole—
to learn, apply and embed essential learnings and continue learning.
Organizational learning pioneer Peter Senge quotes from Royal Dutch Shell:

The ability to learn faster than your competitors may be your only sustainable strategic advantage.
Learning faster—and better—requires that we tap and enhance the collective genius, energy and commitment
present in our teams and organizations. Relevant to this aim, two collateral points from quality performance
pioneer Dr. W. Edwards Deming’s 14 Points for the Transformation of Management and Leadership are:

• Drive Out Fear

• Break Down Barriers Between People and Departments

The aim of this reading assignment is to introduce the art & science of Dialogue, a powerful communication tool
for breaking down barriers, driving out fear and optimizing collaboration and teamwork. As Dr. Deming’s work
has shown, fear in the workplace—overt or covert—crushes creativity, innovation, imagination and learning.
A culture of fear, typified by the top-down command/control structure of many organizations, also sets the stage
for people to compromise values. Understanding and utilizing dialogue, balanced with appropriate discussion, is
a golden key to optimal communication and success.
A classic example of this principle is from the film Dances with Wolves. In the film, a Native American tribal
council is faced with a critical strategic decision. This decision will impact their future and perhaps their very
survival: how should they deal with an Army officer (Kevin Costner) who’s taken up residence in an abandoned
outpost on the western plains, near their encampment? The elder council chief calls his leaders into a circle to
explore the situation. One by one, each leader expresses their view on a course of action to take. When one
speaks, all listen. All points of view are thoughtfully considered. The lead warrior favors quick, decisive action:
kill the white man now, while they have the chance. The medicine man favors coming in peace, with a desire to
understand who this white man is and why he came. Another chief proposes taking no action: perhaps the white
man will simply move on. After all are heard and the various issues and concerns are explored, a decision is not
immediately clear. So, the tribal leader calls a recess for the day. They will come together again the next day to
explore the issue further, seeking to reveal and agree together on the best decision. The resulting decision upon
which the film pivots resolved the individual views and concerns of the tribal council members into a unified
course of best action. Care was taken not to rush to judgment around a decision of such magnitude.
The above is a simple example of what is today known as dialogue. It is a win-win communication, learning and
decision-making process for exploring complex issues, integrating diverse points of view to reveal a “higher
truth” and align on best strategy and action forward. This higher truth is only accessible through the
collaborative efforts of people committed to tapping the collective genius of the team. It is not about one
person’s point of view or agenda dominating or “winning.” Dialogue is common to many indigenous people
around the world. Dialogue, as a modern practice for enhanced communication and issue resolution, was
pioneered by Nobel Prize-winning physicist David Bohm, a colleague of Albert Einstein. In our time, discussion
is the prevalent mode of communication. Discussion is most often about analysis and breaking things down.
Usually this means breaking down opposition to a point of view or proposed course of action not desired by a
dominant participant. In point of fact, in discussion the driving aim is to “win”—to have your view prevail over
another’s. Discussion generally does not seek to explore or integrate divergent points of view. Indeed,
discussion is all too often a drive to quick decision—one that’s usually advanced by the dominant party.
Dialogue is thus a vital yet far too often overlooked component of optimal strategy, execution and results.
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While there are of course many times that reaching quick decisions is necessary, driving to quick decisions
without adequate data and balanced input from those affected by the decision never results in optimal outcomes.
It’s vital that we remember in these increasingly accelerated times of change that there is great value in not
rushing to judgment, especially around important decisions that will impact our future. We’ve all experienced
those “defensive” occasions during a discussion where our opinion was not invited or heard around an important
issue, where our point of view was “beaten down,” disregarded or even ridiculed. You’ve also likely been on the
“offensive” side, where your way had to be the way, regardless of input from team members. Both of these
approaches usually result in a lose-lose compromise at best. There is a better way: the more win-win resolution
that results from dialogue. The key here is to balance appropriate discussion with dialogue. Both are necessary
pieces of the communication and issues/opinions resolution puzzle. The challenge is, we’ve come to rely almost
exclusively on discussion and debate as our primary modes of communication. This is in large part because most
everyone was raised from a young age with discussion/debate as their basic communication model.
Dialogue is about win/win synthesis and integration. It strives for resolution vs. compromise. The dialogue
process explores and integrates diverse points of view, with the aim of resolving them into a more coherent and
meaningful whole. It seeks to reveal and explore higher truths and opportunities that cannot be accessed via the
common win/lose discussion model. In dialogue, we move from either an offensive or defensive position to one
of openness: openness to new ideas and new paradigms that may challenge or even conflict with our own.
The ultimate results are vastly enhanced agreement, alignment and commitment. The following selected
excerpts are an illuminating look into both Bohm’s and organizational learning pioneer Peter Senge’s critical
thinking around the art and science of dialogue, from Senge’s highly recommended The Fifth Discipline:
The Art & Practice of the Learning Organization: "By design and by talent," wrote basketball player
Bill Russell of his team, the Boston Celtics, "[we] were a team of specialists, and like a team of specialists in
any field, our performance depended both on individual excellence and on how well we worked together.
None of us had to strain to understand that we had to complement each other’s specialties; it was simply a fact,
and we all tried to figure out ways to make our combination more effective... Off the court, most of us were
oddballs by society's standards - not the kind of people who blend in with others or who tailor their personalities
to match what's expected of them." Russell is careful to tell us that it's not friendship, it's a different kind of
team relationship that made his team's work so special.
That relationship, more than any individual triumph, gave him his greatest moments in the sport: "Every so often
a Celtic game would heat up so that it became more than a physical or even mental game," he wrote, "and would
be magical. The feeling is difficult to describe; I certainly never talked about it when I was playing. When it
happened I could feel my play rise to a new level ... It would surround not only me and the other Celtics but also
the players on the other team, and even the referees… At that special level, all sorts of odd things happened.
The game would be in the white heat of competition, and yet I wouldn't feel competitive, which is a miracle in
itself… The game would move so fast that every fake, cut, and pass would be surprising, and yet nothing could
surprise me. It was as if we were playing in slow motion. During those spells, I could almost sense how the next
play would develop and where the next shot would be taken ... To me, the key was that both teams had to be
playing at their peaks, and they had to be competitive…" Russell's Celtics (winner of 11 world championships in
13 years) demonstrate a phenomenon we’ve come to call "alignment," when a group of people function as a
greater whole. In most teams, the energies of individual members work at cross-purposes. If we drew a picture
of the team as a collection of individuals with different degrees of "personal power" (ability to accomplish
intended results) headed in different directions in their lives, the picture might look something like this:
The fundamental characteristic of the relatively unaligned team is wasted
energy. Individuals may work extraordinarily hard, but their efforts do not
efficiently translate to team effort. By contrast, when a team becomes more
aligned, a commonality of direction emerges, and individuals' energies
harmonize. There is less wasted energy. In fact, a resonance or synergy
develops, like the "coherent" light of a laser rather than the incoherent and
scattered light of a light bulb. There is a commonality of purpose, a shared
vision, and understanding of how to complement one another's efforts.
Individuals do not sacrifice their personal interests to the larger team vision;
rather, the shared vision becomes an extension of their personal visions.
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In fact, alignment is the necessary condition before empowering the individual
will empower the whole team. Empowering the individual when there’s a low
level of alignment worsens the chaos and makes managing the team even more
difficult. Jazz musicians know about alignment. There is a phrase in jazz, "being
in the groove," that suggests the state when an ensemble "plays as one." These
experiences are very difficult to put into words-jazz musicians talk about them
in almost mystical terms: "the music flows through you rather than from you."
But they are no less tangible for being hard to describe. I have spoken to many
managers who have been members of teams that performed at similarly
extraordinary levels. They will describe meetings that lasted for hours yet "flew
by," not remembering "who said what, but knowing when we had really come to a shared understanding," of
"never having to vote-we just got to a point of knowing what we needed to do.” Team learning is the process of
aligning and developing the capacity of a team to create the results its members truly desire. It builds on the
discipline of developing shared vision. It also builds on personal mastery, for talented teams are made up of
talented individuals. Yet shared vision and talent are not enough. The world is full of teams of talented
individuals who share a vision for a while, yet fail to learn. The great jazz ensemble has talent and a shared
vision (even if they don't discuss it), yet what really matters is that the musicians know how to play together.
There has never been a greater need for mastering team learning in organizations than there is today.
Whether they are management teams or product development teams or cross-functional task forces -teams,
"people who need one another to act," in the words of Arie de Geus, former coordinator of Group Planning at
Royal Dutch/ Shell, are becoming the key learning unit in organizations. This is so because almost all-important
decisions are now made in teams, either directly or through the need for teams to translate individual decisions
into action. Individual learning, at some level, is irrelevant for organizational learning. Individuals learn all the
time and yet there is no organizational learning. But if teams learn, they become a microcosm for learning
throughout the organization. Insights gained are put into action. Skills developed can propagate to other
individuals and to other teams (although there is no guarantee that they will propagate). The team's
accomplishments can set the tone and establish a standard for learning together for the larger organization.
Bohm points out that the word "discussion" has the same root as percussion and concussion. It suggests a kind
of "Ping-Pong game where we are hitting the ball back and forth between us." In such a game the subject of
common interest may be analyzed and dissected from the many points of view provided by participants. Clearly
this can be useful. Yet the purpose of most games is "to win" and in this case winning means to have one's views
accepted by the group. You might occasionally accept part of another person's view in order to strengthen your
own, but you fundamentally want your view to prevail." A sustained emphasis on winning is not compatible,
however, with giving first priority to coherence and truth. Bohm suggests that what is needed to bring about
such a change of priorities is "dialogue," which is a different mode of communication. By contrast with
discussion, the word "dialogue" comes from the Greek dialogos. Dia means through. Logos means the word, or
more broadly, the meaning. Bohm suggests that the original meaning of dialogue was the "meaning passing or
moving through ... a free flow of meaning between people, in the sense of a stream that flows between two
banks."' In dialogue, Bohm contends, a group accesses a larger "pool of common meaning," which cannot be
accessed individually. "The whole organizes the parts," rather than trying to pull the parts into a whole.
The purpose of a dialogue is to go beyond any one individual's understanding. "We are not trying to win in a
dialogue. We all win if we are doing it right." In dialogue, individuals gain insights that simply could not be
achieved individually. "A new kind of mind begins to come into being which is based on the development of a
common meaning ... People are no longer primarily in opposition, nor can they said to be interacting, rather they
are participating in this pool of common meaning, which is capable of constant development and change.
In dialogue, a group explores complex difficult issues from many points of view. Individuals suspend their
assumptions but they communicate their assumptions freely. The result is a free exploration that brings to the
surface the full depth of people's experience and thought, and yet can move beyond their individual views.
When they are productive, discussions converge on a conclusion or course of action. On the other hand,
dialogues are diverging; they do not seek agreement, but a richer grasp of complex issues. Both dialogue and
discussion can lead to new courses of action; but actions are often the focus of discussion, whereas new actions
emerge as a by-product of dialogue.
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A true learning team masters movement back and forth between dialogue and discussion. The ground rules are
different. The goals are different. Failing to distinguish them, teams usually have neither dialogue nor
productive discussions. A unique relationship develops among team members who enter into dialogue regularly.
They develop a deep trust that cannot help but carry over to discussions. They develop a richer understanding of
the uniqueness of each person's point of view. Moreover, they experience how larger understandings emerge by
holding one's own point of view "gently." They learn to master the art of holding a position, rather than being
"held by their positions." When it is appropriate to defend a point of view, they do it more gracefully and with
less rigidity, that is without putting "winning" as a first priority. Part of the vision of dialogue is the assumption
of a "larger pool of meaning" accessible only to a group. This idea, while it may appear radical at first, has deep
intuitive appeal to managers who have long cultivated the subtler aspects of collective inquiry and consensus
building. Such managers learn early on to distinguish two types of consensus: a "focusing down" type of
consensus that seeks the common denominator in multiple individual views, and an "opening up" type of
consensus that seeks a picture larger than any one person's point of view. The first type of consensus builds from
the "content" of our individual views -- discovering what part of my view is shared by you and the others.
This is our "common ground," upon which we can all agree.
The second type of consensus builds more from the idea that we each have a "view," a way of looking at reality.
Each person's view is a unique perspective on a larger reality. If I can "look out" through your view and you
through mine, we will each see something we might not have seen alone. If dialogue articulates a unique vision
of team learning, reflection and inquiry skills may prove essential to realizing that vision. Just as personal vision
provides a foundation for building shared vision, so too do reflection and inquiry skills provide a foundation for
dialogue and discussion. Dialogue that is grounded in reflection and inquiry skills is likely to be more reliable
and less dependent on particulars of circumstance, such as the chemistry among team members.
David Bohm identifies 3 basic conditions necessary for Dialogue:
1. All participants must "suspend" their assumptions, literally to hold them "as if suspended before us";
2. All participants must regard one another as esteemed colleagues;
3. There must be a “facilitator” who "holds the context" of dialogue.
These conditions contribute to allowing the "free flow of meaning" to pass through a group, by diminishing
resistance to the flow. Just as resistance in an electrical circuit causes the flow of current to generate heat
(wasted energy), so does the normal functioning of a group dissipate energy. In dialogue there is "cool energy,
like a superconductor." "Hot topics," subjects that would otherwise become sources of emotional discord and
fractiousness become discussable. Even more, they become windows to deeper insights.
Balancing Dialogue & Discussion. In team learning, discussion is the necessary counterpart of dialogue.
In a discussion, different views are presented and defended, and as explained earlier this may provide a useful
analysis of the whole situation. In dialogue, different views are presented as a means toward discovering a new
view. In a discussion, decisions are made. In a dialogue, complex issues are explored. When a team must reach
agreement and decisions must be taken, some discussion is needed.
A Facilitator Who Holds the Context of Dialogue. In the absence of a skilled facilitator, our habits of thought
continually pull us toward discussion and away from dialogue. This is especially true in the early stages of
developing dialogue as a team discipline. We take whatever “presents itself" in our thoughts as literal, rather
than as a representation. We believe in our own views and want them to prevail. We are worried about
suspending our assumptions publicly. We may even be uncertain if it is psychologically safe to suspend "all
assumptions" - "After all, aren't there some assumptions that I must hold on to or lose my sense of identity?"
The facilitator of a dialogue session thus carries out many of the basic duties of a good process facilitator.”
Above features selected brief excerpts from Chapter 12, The Fifth Discipline: The Art & Practice of the Learning
Organization by Peter M. Senge, a must-read for all leaders and managers in pursuit of excellence and sustainable success.
Also much recommended is the book On Dialogue by Einstein colleague David Bohm.
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Dialogue vs. Discussion: A Brief Overview
DIALOGUE

DIALOGUE KEYS

DISCUSSION/DEBATE

<Gk. Dia-logos:
"Meaning moving
through."
Conversations that
have a "life of their
own.”

Three key factors:

Back-and-forth
action and impact,
(e.g. percussion,
concussion). Like a
ping-pong match.

The Universe is
basically an
indivisible whole.

Our #1 strategic
advantage? How
fast we learn and
apply the learning.
Rapid learning is
vital for continuous
improvement,
innovation
and leadership.

To continue to truly
learn and innovate,
we must not just do
it alone, we must
access the
team/Universal
mind and genius.

There is a “higher
truth" that is only
accessible through
the joint interaction
of human minds.

In dialogue, a
group explores
complex difficult
issues from many
points of view. We
reveal now truths
and step out of our
individual and
collective "box."

1. All participants
must suspend their
own assumptions;
2. All participants
must regard each
other as esteemed
colleagues;
3. There must be a
trained/unbiased
win-win facilitator,
who holds the
context of dialogue.

Participants become
observers of their
own thinking.

Participants begin
to see the stream
of ideas that flow
between the banks
of human
consciousness.

Consensus and
resolution builds
when each person
can "look out"
through the other's
point of view.
Each can then see
something they
may never have
seen before or on
their own.

Win/lose approach;
each participant is
striving for their
point of view to
prevail, or "win."

Can be useful when
a quick decision
needs to be made
that is not very
important and/or
doesn't affect many
people or the
larger System.

In discussion, we
defend our position
and only use what
we know. We do
not access the
team/universal
genius.

Decide: Aim, Scope, System, People, Place, Time.
Inquire: ASK for input from key players.
Allocate: Adequate time, resources, etc.
Listen and Learn: To best lead; no one person dominates.
Observe your thoughts and those of your peers, without attachment.
Guidelines w/ Gusto: GO FOR IT: May be messy, charged, etc.
Unify: Validate team’s input and shared intent, even if not “perfect.”
Elucidate: Clarify (in writing) results thus far, agreements, next steps;
again, even if not perfect or complete; aim for “90% Perfect” range.
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Dialogue vs. Discussion/Debate: Essential Distinctions

DIALOGUE

DISCUSSION

Collaborate
Colleague
Cooperate
Learn, WIN-WIN
Issues explored

Debate
Opponent
Compete
Dominate, WIN-LOSE
Decisions made

Suspend your assumptions
Collective; WE
INTEGRATE into a greater whole,
SYNTHESIZE
More non-linear; holistic
More inclusive

Hang on to/defend your assumptions
Individual; ME
SEPARATE, break into parts,
ANALYZE
More linear; bits & pieces
More exclusive

Reveal & tear down walls and silos
Invite, explore new knowledge
Include, unify (ideas, concepts)

Build up walls & silos
Recycle only what is already known
Exclude, fragment

DIALOGUE THEORY

Note: a theory is only as good and as useful as is its ability to reliably predict future outcomes.

There is a field of collective intelligence, genius and execution potential accessible only through the collaborative
interaction of minds. Together we are a unified field of pure intelligence of vast, indefinable magnitude and power.

REQUIRED FOR EFFECTIVE DIALOGUE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Suspend assumptions: Literally “hold them out in front of you” like a balloon.
Treat one another as esteemed colleagues: Mutual Respect is Practice Rule #1 for dialogue.
Use a trained facilitator: One who is specifically trained in the art and science of dialogue.
Trust the process. There may be times when we think we will never get through it all and
“complete” the dialogue around a topic at this time. We must be willing to trust and allow it to
happen. If we don’t finish it by the end of this meeting, it’s OK. Indeed, there are times when
it may be best for the team to temporarily walk away from a tough, charged issue and literally
sleep on it, returning the next day with a fresh perspective.

PREDICTION

Note: Critical knowledge is that which supports our individual AND collective Predictive Intelligence (PQ).

We can access and expand our awareness of this higher intelligence, this “collective team genius,” through
the practice of dialogue. By both integrating and operating from it, we can communicate better, make better
decisions, navigate and execute more strategically and achieve vastly better results.
Copyright ©2016 Leadership Alliance; All Rights Reserved. 1.203.322.1456 www.LeadershipAlliance.com
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City of Seaside

MEMORANDUM

Date:

August 26, 2016

To:

Craig Malin, City Manager

From:

Brian Dempsey, Fire Chief

Subject:

Weekly Report

Fire Department

Engineering Department Brings the HEAT!
Thanks to the coordination from Scott Ottmar and the City’s Engineering Department, the front
office at the fire station is now equipped with a newly installed HVAC system!
Strike Team Deployment
On Saturday, August 20th, Seaside’s Strike Team members were deployed to Kern County to
assist with the Cedar Fire which has already burned more than 23,000 acres.
Fire Department Training Summary from August 19, 2016 through August 25, 2016:
Training Type
Date
Hours
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Physical Fitness
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Vehicle Trip Inspection
EMS CNS Injuries Basic
Rule 19 - Outside Employment Policy
SOP 80 Hazard Communication Plan

8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016

0.2
0.2
0.15
1
0.25
0.25
1
0.2
0.2
1
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
2
2
2
0.5
1

Respiratory Protection Program
EMS Patients with Special Challenges
Physical Fitness
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
Vehicle Trip Inspection
SCBA Daily Checkout
Vehicle Trip Inspection
SCBA Daily Checkout
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Physical Fitness
Physical Fitness
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Company Training Documentation
Customer Service
NFPA 1500 Driving Safety
Fleet Program Vehicle Inspection and
Maintenance for Emergency Vehicle Operators
HazMat Training Documentation
HazMat Training Documentation
HazMat Training Documentation
HazMat Training Documentation
HazMat Training Documentation
HazMat Training Documentation
HazMat Training Documentation
Physical Fitness
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
SCBA Daily Checkout
Vehicle Trip Inspection

8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016

1
1
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1
0.2
1
0.2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016

0.5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5

Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection
Vehicle Trip Inspection

8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
Total

0.5
0.25
1
54.8

Fire Department Activity Summary from August 19, 2016 through August 25, 2016
Date
Description
8/19/16
Tent Inspection
8/20/16
Community Service
8/22/16
Inspection Activities
8/22/16
Inspection Activities
8/22/16
Inspection Activities
8/24/16
C of O Inspection
The fire department answered 59 alarms (listed by: date, time, type of call, and location)
from August 19, 2016 through August 25, 2016:
Date
Time
Description
Street
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/19/2016
8/20/2016
8/20/2016
8/20/2016
8/20/2016

0:39:23
3:18:46
4:30:45
6:10:12
7:19:09
9:40:44
11:43:55
13:53:00
14:17:43
14:25:11
15:21:15
15:30:54
16:09:49
17:26:19
19:40:59
19:42:05
19:58:02
20:29:48
23:17:24
1:25:37
4:05:03
5:30:45
12:03:59

EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Detector activation, no fire - unintentional
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Detector activation, no fire - unintentional
Motor vehicle accident with injuries
Heat detector activation due to malfunction
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Building fire
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Motor vehicle/pedestrian accident (MV Ped)
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Passenger vehicle fire
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Water or steam leak
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury

WHEELER
COE
BROADWAY
HARCOURT
COE
HIGHWAY 1
PARKER FLATS CUTOFF
YOSEMITE
2ND
BROADWAY
FREMONT
CANYON DEL REY
AMADOR
LUXTON
SONOMA
COE
BIRCH
KENNETH
DARWIN
NAPA
PALM
LOWELL

8/20/2016
8/20/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/21/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/22/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/23/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/24/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016
8/25/2016

16:26:43
17:00:42
8:27:21
10:16:38
15:48:49
17:03:06
22:18:40
23:07:24
4:32:13
8:17:41
12:56:05
20:08:38
9:53:28
12:12:14
12:39:12
18:00:56
23:02:53
13:06:00
0:02:32
4:05:58
9:31:11
14:51:52
14:39:09
15:07:41
15:59:01
20:31:37
10:01:07
11:05:31
12:51:47
13:12:05
14:42:26
15:35:13
17:58:28
19:09:02
21:46:19
23:17:38

EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Motor vehicle accident with injuries
Hazardous condition, Other
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Passenger vehicle fire
Smoke/Odor Investigation
Assist invalid
Person in distress, Other
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Smoke/Odor Investigation
Assist invalid
No Incident found on arrival at dispatch address
Assist invalid
Assist invalid
Motor Vehicle Accident with no injuries

LAGUNA GRANDE PARK
MILITARY
WANDA
BROADWAY
CANYON DEL REY
HARCOURT
VALMAR
NAPA
GOODWIN
YOSEMITE
ANCON
BIRCH
TRINITY
FREMONT
CANYON DEL REY
TRINITY
FREMONT

EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
Electrical wiring/equipment problem, Other
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury
EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury

FREMONT
FREMONT
HARDING
LOWELL
YERBA BUENA
NORMANDY
HIGHLAND
HAMILTON
FREMONT
COE
FREMONT
FREMONT
WARING
CIRCLE
HAMILTON
MESCAL
LOPEZ

City of Seaside
Developer Accounts
As of August 26, 2016

Developer:

Monterey Downs ENA

Monterey Downs EIR

In-N-Out Burger

Bakewell

Seasons Management

Account Number:

601-2207

601-2210

601-2205

601-2214

601-2213

Required Balance:

$

100,000.00 $

100,000.00 $

40,000.00 $

25,000.00 $

75,000.00

Billed & Unpaid:

$

88,702.10 $

19,638.26 $

-

$

3,277.01 $

59,040.64

Charges not billed yet:

$

1,397.50 $

-

-

$

-

Total:

$

9,900.40 $

80,361.74 $

$

40,000.00 $

$

21,722.99 $

-

15,959.36

